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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY·

NCGS FIELD TRIP

COASTAL CLIFFS-LANDSLIDES AND URBAN DEVELOPMENTS
Saturday November 12, 2005

Field Trip Leaders:
Monty Hampton (retired USGS), Robert McLaughlin (USGS), Orville Magoon (retired COE),
Thomas Kendall (COE), Peter Mull (COE), Lesley Ewing (CCC),
Raymond Sullivan (retired SFSU), Julian McCurrach (Princeton resident/business owner)
Field Trip Coordinator:
TridibGuha

NCGS FIELD TRIP GUIDEBOOK

COASTAL CLIFFS - LANDSLIDES AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENTS
(and other coastal is�ues)
12 November 2005

Mile 0.0 - Stop 1. Parking lot at north end of _Ocean Beach, across the Great
Highway from the end of Balboa Street.
Topics: Ocean Beach history, sediment dynamics.
Ocean Beach History:
Ocean Beach extends 5.4 km from Point Lobos on the north to Lak� Merced
• at the south (continuing along Ft. Funston). The beach and extensive dune
fields formed during post 20KY sea-level rise.
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1865, pre-development view of north end of Ocean Beach
andflanking dune fields (source:
(http://www.sfenvironment.cornlaboutuslopenspaces/ocea
n beach/history.htm)
At the beach surface, placed fill from various construction activities in the
last 100 years (for example during the construction of the Great Highway"in
the 1920s and again in the 1980s) is estimated at 7-16 feet thick. An
underlying layer of dune sand is estimated to be 13-26 feet thick, which
overlies the Colma and Merced Formations.
The Great Highway was originally built in 1915. The 1.5 km-long
O'Shaugnessy seawall was built from 1915-1929, when constructipn was
halted because of a bad economy. The seawall both protects the Great
1

Highway from erosion and·(somewhat) traps windblown sand. Other,
smaller seawalls were built south of Lincoln Blvd, in places where dunes do
not occur west of the highway.
For more information, see the website:
http://sfenvironment.com/aboutus/openspaces/ocean_beach
Sediment Dynamics:
The following is excerpted and summarized from: MODERN PROCESSES
AT THE MOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY by Patrick L. Barnard, 2005
ASBP A field trip:
. Underneath the Golden Gate, strong tidal currents have scoured the ·channel
bottom into bedrock to a depth of 113 m (370 ft). 528 billion gallons of water
move in and out of the bay every 6.1 hours during peak flows
The strong ebb tidal jet spreads out seaward of the Golden Gate, and tida1
velocities decrease west of the Golden Gate inlet. The scouring potential
sharply decreases, the coarse sediment load is dropped, and depths steadily
decrease to 30 m (98 ft) over 2.5 km (1.5 mi). This combination of factors has
resulted in one of the largest sand wave fields in the world. Past Pt. Lobos and
Pt. Bonita into the open ocean is the San Francisco Bar, a huge ebb-tidal delta
covering over 100 km2 (39 mi2) that is fed by sediment flushed out of San
Francisco Bay and shaped by strong tidal currents associated with the Bay as
well as by waves originating from all corners of the Pacific.

Multibeam sonar image of the
bedformfield around the Golden
Gate.
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Extent of the San Francisco Bar.
The size and shape of the ebb-tidal delta has a direct influence on wave
refraction and focusing patterns on adjacent beaches, as well as controlling the
dominant sediment transport pathways. Ocean Beach is strongly affected by
tidal currents from the adjacent Golden Gate, as well as wave refraction
around the San Francisco Bar.
Ocean Beach is a high-energy, dissipative system, with classic bar-and-trough
morphology interrupted by powerful rip currents. The beach is composed of
fine to medium grain sand (0.25 mm to 0.55 mm), but grain sizes as large as
1.6 mm have been measured in the spring.
Ocean Beach has often maintained a healthy volume of sand in front of the
O' Shaugnessy se�wall, and no significant end-around erosion has been noted.
Pt. Lobos acts as natural jetty to trap the dominant northerly littoral drift, and
return flow from a strong eddy that spins off Pt. Lobos during the ebbing tide
further feeds the beach.
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A strong eddy that spins offPt. Lobos during peak
ebb flow results in significant volumes of
northerly sediment transport despite a
predominantly southerly flow.
The beach received a net surplus of sediment between 1971 and 1992,
believed caused by dredge material dumped on the southern lobe of the ebb
tidal delta migrating shoreward and possibly minor input from seacliff
erosion to the south of Ocean Beach. Major losses to the Ocean Beach system
are thought to occur as littoral transport moves north past Point Lobos and
into San Francisco Bay, and by aeolian transport across the Great Highway
driven by prevailing westerly and northwesterly winds.

The wide beach at the northern end
of Ocean Beach is a possible result
of return flow to the northern part
of beach from the strong, persistent
cellular structure.
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End Stop 1
Exit parking lot and proceed south on the Great Highway.
l\!Iile 2.9 - Stop 2. Parking lot at south end of Ocean Beach, approximately 0.3
miles south of Sloat Blvd.
Topics: Erosion hot spot poses a danger to the Great Highwa y and water
treatment infrastructure. Engineering mitigation.
Historically, the Ocean Beach southern shoreline was situated several
hundred feet landward of its cuITent location. Development in the 1800s and
early 1900s moved the shoreline seaward. Since 1995, however, winter
storn1s have eroded large areas of the man-made bluffs, which consist
mostly of fill material from historic development, resulting in the loss of
parking spaces within GGNRA, as well as threats to the Great Highway and.
to a lesser extent, City-owned wastewater facilities.
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Historical shoreline positions of Ocean Beach.
The following is excerpted and summarized from: MODERN PROCESSES
AT THE MOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY by Patrick L. Barnard, 2005
ASBPA field trip:
The shoreline at Ocean Beach has been experiencing areas of erosion for
decades with recent (since mid-1990) severe effects focused south of Sloat
B lvd, in front of the SF Zoo, which has destroyed and continues to threaten
5

important local infrastructure. The greatest concern is the structural integrity
of a 12-ft diameter sewage transport box that hes underneath the Great
Highway.
June 30. 2005
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SWAN predictions of wave heights
along the SF Bar during a large
swell in June 2005, illustrating the
d01ninant influence of the SF Bar on
wave patterns.
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Severe erosion south ofSloat Blvd during the
1997-98 El Nino.
Regular topographic beach surveys, sediment analysis, nearshore depth
surveys, and numerical modeling conducted by the USGS has quantified the
processes controlling this dynamic system. Strong seasonal fluctuations in
wave energy result in -1,000,000 m3 (1,308,000 yd 3) of net cross-st1ore
transport each year along this stretch of coastline (Barnard and Hanes 2005 (in
press)). A Fall 2004 multibeam survey indicated that not only h as the ebb6

tidal delta been contracting since the 1950' s, but there has also been extensive
accretion on the SF Bar at the traditional dredge disposal site, SF-8.
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Depth change at the rrzouth of San Francisco Bay since 1956.
The bar retreat has eroded shoals that once protected the Sloat region from
direct wave attack from west and southwest swells. It has also served to shift a
littoral drift nodal point from Ft. Funston north to the Sloat region.
The shoreline at Ocean Beach has been experiencing areas of erosion for
decades with recent (since mid-1990) severe effects focused south of Sloat
Blvd, in front of the SF Zoo, which has destroyed and continues to threaten
important local infrastructure. The greatest concern is the structural integrity
of a 12-ft diameter sewage transport box that lies underneath the Great
Highway. This - $10 mi1lion piece of infrastructure was exposed during the
last 1997- 98 El Nino winter, and carries 1/3 of the City of San Francisco's
treated sewage out to sea. Emergency rip-rap was placed that winter, but that
protection has steadily degraded. The City of SF and the USACE have been
formally investigating shoreline protection strategies since the mid-1990's.
As a result of the new findings, the USA CE implemented a new dredge
disposal program in June 2005 to both reduce the strain on the exi�ting
dredge site and possibly feed sediment onto the eroding portion of Ocean
7

Beach. Approximately 230,000 m3 (300,000 yd3 ) of sediment was placed in
a nearshore disposal site - numerical modeling suggests possible shoreward
transport from this region. The California State University Monterey Bay
Sea Floor Mapping Lab and USGS are currently monitoring and modeling
the fate of the dredge disposal to help USACE determine if this new dredge
disposal practice should be implemented permanently. This technique is a
very progressive, low-impact form of shoreline protection that has been a
successful form of beach nourishment in Holland for years.
Overview of new dredge
disposal program at the mouth
of San Francisco Bay. Sediment
is being taken from the main
ship channel and disposed of in
the target area immediately
offshore of the erosion hot spot
at Ocean Beach. The prior
disposal site was SF-8. Red
flags indicate the location of
USGS instruments for
measuring currents and waves
during a recent experiment to
help model sediment transport.
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Difference map illustrating the location
of the disposal mound created in lune
2005 by the United States Army Corps

of Engineers.
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The cost of dredge disposal at the offshore site is ~$7/yd 3, whereas direct
beach nourishment costs upward of $25/yd 3. Sediment is being taken from the
main ship channel and disposed of in the target area immediately offshore of
the erosion hot spot at Ocean Beach.
For more information regarding ongoing studies at the mouth of San
Francisco Bay, see http://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/coastal_processes/intro.html
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End Stop 2
Exit south end ofparking lot and proceed south on Great Highway.
Mile 3.4 -Turn 1ight on Skyline Drive and go south.
Mile 7.4-Take Highway 1 south exit and proceed to Pacifica.
Mile 8.9 -Take the Manor Drive/Palmetto Avenue exit. Keep right and make
a sharp right turn on Palmetto at end of offramp.
Mile 9.7 -Turn left on Westline Dr:ve, then proceed north (stay near the
ocean)
Mile 10.1 - Stop 3. Mussel Rock parking lot.
Topics: Junction of North America and Pacific plates, urban development
along the San Andreas fault, coastal landslides, rock formations, seismic
damage, coastal sand dunes.
The following is excerpted from Ray Sullivan's GSA Field Gt:ide:
Mussel Rock is located in Daly City, about 5 k1n south of San �rancisco. On
a clear day the Mussel Rock area presents a spectacular v:ew of the norihern
California coastline. The main scarp of the San Andreas fault fonns the
southwest - facing slope about 600 m n01ih of Mussel Rock.
URBAN DEVELOPMENT ALONG THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT:
This coastal zone immediately south of San Francisco is an example of an
area where rapid urban development took place in the post World War II
years without an adequate study of the geological hazards present in this part
of California (Sullivan, 1975). Although the coastline here is flanked by
steep and treacherous cliffs, it became the location at the beginning of this
century of the Ocean Shore Raihvay that was in operation until 1920. The
railroad bed in this area became the site of a coastal high\vay (Highway l) in
the 19301s until its closure by landslide damage from the M 5 .3 earthquake
in 1957.
Housing developments expanded into this area between the late l950's and
early 1970's. The homes that can be seen above the cliffs date from this
period. About 1963 a sanitary landfill operation was located in the landslide
depression developed in the San Andreas fault zone and directly above the
beach. This garbage dump operated until 1979 when it was abandoned and
the landfill site was regraded for open space.
9

THE LATE CENOZOIC SUCCESSION:
Clifton and Hunter ( l987 and 1989) describe the late Cenozoic succession of
Merced and Colma fonnations exposed along the cliffs no1ih of Mussel
Rock. This location is the type section of the Merced Formation. It is
Pleistocene, or possibly late Pliocene in age in the lowest part, and makes up
the main exposures in the sea cliffs. It is exposed on both sides of the San
Andreas fault with the oldest units on the south side where they appear to
rest with a depositional contact on rocks of the Franciscan Complex. The
main part of the Merced F01mation is exposed no1ih of the fault and the
units dip northeast at inclinations of 50° to 70° at Mussel Rock to less than
20° in the northern paii of the section. The formation is about 1750-1800 m
thick and detailed studies by Clifton and Hunter (1987 and 1989) have
shown that the succession is made up predominantly of upward shallowing
(regressive) sequences. Some 41 sequences have been identified and ideally
each one would be composed of shelf to nearshore to foreshore to backshore
to eolian dune sediments. Most of the sequences are incomplete, however,
and those in the lower part of the fonnation are dominated by shelf deposits
whereas units in the upper part have particularly well-developed eolian
facies. Hall ( J 966) demonstrated that a change in provenance also occurs
within the Merced Formation. The lower member is derived from Franciscan
rocks and other formations within the area indicating a local drainage
system. The heavy minerals in sediments of the upper member are similar to
modern beach sands which have a regional source in the Sacramento-San
Joaquin rivers. Sama-Wojcicki et al. (1985) have dated this major change of
drainage system at about 0.6 Ma.
Unconformably overlying the Merced is the Colma Fonnation of late
Pleistocene age. It occurs as thin (<IO m thick) discontinuous units at the top
of the cliff. The Colma Fonnation is a coastal littoral sand deposit that is
thought to have been formed during the Sangamon interglacial high stand of
sea level approximately 90,000 to 120,000 years ago.
The Merced Formation was probably deposited in an elongate, northwest- to
southeast- trending fault basin that existed during the Pleistocene and
possibly the late Pliocene. The basin, as preserved, is about 60 km long and
5 km wide and is bounded in this segment by the San Andreas and San
Bruno faults. Right lateral displacement data support the location Qf the
Point Reyes Peninsula seaward of the present shoreline during the
Pleistocene. The absence of granitic detritus in the Merced Format1on would
10

suggest that Point Reyes may not have been the topographic high that it is
today. The main influence on sedimentation in the Merced basin appears to
be glacio-eustatic :fluctuations of sea level rather than tectonism or rate of
sediment supply.
LANDSLIDE HAZARDS:
Landslides occur at this location because of its proximity to a major
seismically active fault, the unconsolidated nature of the Merced Formation,
the undercutting of the cliffs by wave erosion, saturation of the ground
during the heavy winter rains, and ground loading due to home construction.
The main landslide at Mussel Rock involves approximately 9 million cubic
yards of unconsolidated material from the Merced Formation (Smelser,
1987). It is primarily a rotational slump with numerous small slumps and
shallow debris flows. The toe and slope of the main slide are largely covered
with landfill material which in many places is broken by cracks. Methane
gas from the decomposition of the garbage can be detected near many of the
cracks. Homes of the Westlake development fringe the steep cliff that marks
the head of the slide. Slumping and erosion has caused rapid retreat of the
cliff line which has endangered many of the perimeter homes. More than a
dozen homes (11 of these between 1965 and 1972) have been removed in
this area and several more homes have been condemned or threatened by the
landslide.

The coastline from Thornton Beach (right edge ofphoto) to
Mussel Rock (south edge ofphoto). Photo from Google Earth.
SEISMIC DAMAGE:
Little is known about the effects of the 1906 earthquake in this area since it
was undeveloped at that time. The intensity distribution map of Lawson
(1908) shows an intensity value of X in the Mussel Rock area. Lavyson's
report clearly indicates that the coastal section was severely affected by
11

landsliding, slumps, flows and fissures. The Ocean Shore Railway was
extensively damaged in the earthquake for a distance of 5 km along the cliffs
The effects of the 1957 eaiihquake on the Bay area have been described by
Bonilla ( 1959) and Steinbrugge et al. (1959). The epicenter of the M 5 .3
quake \Vas in the vicinity of Mussel Rock and the maximum intensity was
MM Vl or Vil. The greatest damage was to single family, \vood frame
homes of this area that were under construction at the time. About half of the
580 homes of the Westlake Palisades development needed repair from this
moderate tremor. This concentration of damage is of some interest because
the adjoining housing tracts with the same kind of construction received only
minor damage. Bonil1a's study showed that the damage increased toward the
ocean cliffs and, surprisingly, the homes on artificial fill were generally less
damaged than those on natural sediments. This unusual relationship is
explained by the fact that the fill material was well engineered and
compacted. No major damage from the 1989 earthquake \Vas reported in this
area.
End Stop 3
Retrace path south along 'Westline Drive and Palmetto Avenue, ~ 0.8 miles
to Esplanade Drive. Park on Palmetto and walk afew hundred feet west
down Esplanade Drive to grassy area on ocean side of road.

Mile 10.9- Stop 4. North Esplanade cliffs.
Topics: Coastal-cliff erosion, damage and threat to structures.
The 15 to 35-m high cliffs that back North Esplanade Beach are composed of
soft aeolian and alluvial sediment. During the severe 1998 El Nino storms,
these cliffs receded up to 14 meters, causing the destruction of several cliff
edge houses. The long term average erosion rate for cliffs in this general area
has been estimated at roughly 0.2 m/year (Lajoie & Mathieson, 1985). If so,
the 1997-98 El Nino accounted for about 50 years of cliff erosion at this
location. One homeowner said that when he bought his house new in the late
1950s, it had 150 feet of back yard; now there is none. Wave impact and
groundwater seepage appear to be the main mechanisms of cli ff erosion, but
stress-relief fracturing also has been observed.
<--'
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Image of North Esplanade Beach taken in 1972. Notice the
property damage associated with cliff retreat. Copyright (C)
2002-2005 Kenneth & Gabrielle Adelman, California Coastal
Records Project, www.Californiacoastline.org.
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Image ofNorth Esplanade taken in 2005, in the same area as
the 1972 photo above. Cliff retreat during the 1998 El Nino
storms resulted in destruction of houses (vacant land at right cliff
edge). The revetment was begun before the storms, then seriously
damaged by them (see photo below), then reconstructed after. ( as
shown above). Copyright (C) 2002-2005 Kenneth & Gabrielle
13

Adebnan, California Coastal Records Project.
1.,nvi,v.Californiacoastline.org.

Top: Oblique airphoto o_f North Esplanade Beach taken in
1998. Bottom:Beneath the airphoto is a three-dimensional
view o_f the same area. Two airborne lidar surveys were run
over this area, once before the storms and once after.
Draped on the 3-D plot are colors that indicate the amount
o_f cliff erosion (shades of yellow and red), achieved by
differencing the pre- and post-lidar surveys. Maximum
erosion was 14 meters o_f horizontal sea cliff retreat The red
arrow denotes the location of the same building in the
airphoto and on the 3-D plot. (see:
http://coustal.er.usgs.gov/hurricanes1mappingchangelpacif'ic
a.html).
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End Stop 4
Go south on Palmetto Avenue.
Mile 11.5 - Left-lane onramp to Highway 1.
Enter Highway 1 south and continue toward Moss Beach. After you leave
Pac(fica, you will cross Devil's Slide. Some things to notice:
Mile 16.3 - View north end of Devil's Slide bypass tunnel. Also notice
turbidites in road cuts.
Mile 16.9 - Devil's Slide instrumentation station. Beginning of slide area.
Mile 17.6- South end of Devils Slide. Notice contact between turbidites and
Montara granodiorite on west side of road.
Mile 18.0 - South end of Devil's Slide bypass tunnel.

Continue south to 1l1.oss Beach.
Mile 21.1 -Make a hairpin right turn on Wienke Way (not obviously marked
- just before the Virginia Avenue sign); park in Mormon church lot and walk
northwest to coast.
Mile 21.1-Stop 5. Moss Beach cliffs.
Topics: Cliff erosion, Seal Cove fault and juxtaposition of rock types.
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The following is excerpted from: A GEOLOGIC GUIDE TO THE
FITZGERALD MARINE PRESERVE: A summary of significant geologic
features for Preserve Docents By R. J. McLaughlin, Geologist, U.S.
Geological Survey
The Purisima Formation is in fault contact with the Montara Mountain
granite basement in "Wienke Cove", north of the Moss Beach syncline. The
Purisima Formation conglomerate, composed of boulders and clasts of
granitic rock is faulted against uplifted granite of Montara Mountain. This
un-named fault is steep dipping to the NW and thrusts Montara granite up
and to the SE against the Purisima strata. The fault zone is several meters
wide, and includes sheared Mesozoic granitic and metamorphic rocks
(Montara Mountain granodiorite and Sur series) and basal conglomerate of
the Pmisima Formation. The fault is not shown on most published geologic
maps of the area (ie. Pampeyan, 1994), but was recognized by Wiley
(1983).
The structural and sedimentologic relations of the basal conglomerate of the
Purisima Formation at this locality strongly suggest that uplift of the
Montara granite across the Wienke Cove fault zone occurred in conjunction
with deposition of the Pmisima Fm. These relations are typical of those
which occur at the margins of several well-studied strike-slip/pull-apart
basins such as the Ridge basin of southern California and the Hornelen basin
of Norway (Nilsen and McLaughlin, 1985). The Purisima Fm of this area is
therefore interpreted herein, to have been deposited in a strike slip basin
within the San Gregorio-Seal Cove fault zone. Most of this basin must lie
offshore, between the Seal Cove and offshore strands of the San Gregorio
Fault zone. The Wienke Cove Fault, which parallels and is probably part of
the Seal Cove -San Gregorio Fault system, represents the NE fault margin
of the basin.
An uplifted wave cut bench has planed off the granite and Purisima
Formation and has left a boulder lag deposit of granite boulders as large as
3-4 m diameter on the wave cut surface. This Pliocene-Pleistocene (~3
million yr. ago to ~0.5 million yr. ago) erosional surface or unconformity, is
overlain by the Pleistocene and younger terrace deposits, and the fault
which cuts the Montara granite and Purisima Formation beneath, does not
appear to offset the overlying terrace deposits (unlike the active Seal Cove
fault to the SW). Last displacement on this fault in "Weinl<.e Cove"
therefore appears to predate the ten-ace deposits and therefore is older than
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about 0.5 million yrs ago with most displacement between the late Pliocene
and middle Pleistocene (~3.0 and 0.5 million years ago). Observe that in the
same cove, Purisima strata are folded into a prominent synclinal trough on
the SW side of the exposed fault. The syncline is flanked on the S 'vV side,
by more granite.
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Exposure of the Seal Cove
Fault just north of the
mouth of San Vicente
Creek, about 1983. From
MS thesis ofT. Wylie
(Stanford, 1983). This
exposure has since been
covered with riprap to
protect the property and
home built on the blufftop
immediately above the
beach and fault exposure.
The terrace deposits and
bluff edge to the north of
the area of riprap has
undergone rapid retreat
and erosion, possibly
enhanced by the artificial
headland created by the
nprap.

Notice that the slope failures in the sea cliffs in this area are shallow, and
observations suggest that they are influenced by ground-water seepage.
Compare this with the large, deep-seated slides in the Purisima formation at
the next stop.
End Stop 5

Return to Highway 1 south
Mile 21.5 - Turn right on Cypress A venue and follow the signs to the Moss
Beach Distillery: tum right on Cypress and continue 0.3 miles, turn left on
Airport Road, then go 0.05 miles and tum right on Marine Boulevard.
Continue 0.25 miles and park in the lot next to the Distillery.
Mile 22.0 - Stop 6. Moss Beach Distillery.
Topics: Large coastal landslides.

18

The deep-seated landslides along this section of coast (Distillery and to the
south) are in the layered sedimentary rocks of the Pliocene Purisima
Formation. Attempts have been made to stabilize the Distillery, which
historically has been displaced by slides. Some houses have been removed
from the seaward side and landward (NE) side of Ocean Boulevard, south of
the Distillery. Others on the landward side have been affected by ongoing
movement. Note the irregular, often-repaired road surfaces in the
neighborhood.

1979 image of the Moss Beach Distillery (left edge ofphoto) and
cliffs to the south. Copyright (CJ 2002-2005 Kenneth &
Gabrielle Adelman, California Coastal Records Project,
www.Californiacoastline.org.
End Stop 6
Retrace to Airport Boulevard and turn right (south). The last bit of the
road turns to dirt and gets bumpy. Continue to Princeton Avenue and
park. Walk down to the beach at end of Vassar Street, at the Half Moon
Bay Yacht Club.
Mile 23.9- Stop 9. Half Moon Bay Yacht Club
Topics: Evolution of Half Moon Bay, Pillar Point breakwater, coastal erosion,
citizen participation in improving the Pillar Point Harbor shoreline.
Half Moon Bay, which extends from Pillar Point on the north (right edge of
photo) to Miramontes Point some 5 miles to the south (out of view), is a
classic "headland-bay" of log-spiral shape (Yasso, 1965). It was eroded into
the soft, unlithified alluvial sediment atop the Half Moon Bay syncline
(Lajoie, 1996) in the lee of the resistant rocks of Pillar Point, in response to
waves that approach predominantly from the northwest.
19

Construction of the Pillar Point breakwater in 1959-60 focused wave energy
on the soft cliffs south of the breakwater (Matthieson et al, 1997).
Erosion of the cliffs has threatened Highway 1 (rip-rap has been placed to
protect the highway) and destroyed a section of Mirada Road.

Oblique view ofPillar Point (left), Pillar Point Harbor, El
Granada, andMiramar(right). From: Google Earth.

HALFMOON BAI'

PORTION Of lLS.C. 0 G,S. CH�T 5520 (1956 EDITION)
MIRAMONTCS '
POINT
I

A fitted log-spiral curve superimposed on the
shape of HalfMoon Bay (Yasso, 1965).
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Shore-normal profiles derived from lidar data of
October 1997 and April 1998 of the cliff area near
Pacifica. Each profile shows individual laser spot
elevations that fall within a 2m wide strip oriented
approximately shore normal. A. Example profiles
showing erosion of the sea cliff and adjacent beach at
the southern profile location. B. Example profiles
showing a stable cliff and accreting beach at the
northern profile location. From:
http://coastal.er.usgs.gov/lidar/AGUJal/98/
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